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Letter Review and 
Word Practice 
Worksheets -  
Downers 



 
 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _   

 

My strategies for neat printing  

of Downers:  

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall (l, t, f) 
�   Print small letters small ( i ) 
�   Leave a finger space between words 

 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

My strategies for neat printing  

of Downers:  

 
�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall (l, t, f) 
�   Print small letters small ( i ) 
�   Leave a finger space between words 

 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

 

Key Strategies for Neat Printing - Downers 
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Letter Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

l l l ||||||||||||||||l 
l|||<<<<<>>>>|| l 
l||||||||||||||||||| l   
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

i i i|||||||||||||||| i 
i|||<<<<<>>>>^|i 
i||||||||||||||||||| i   
 

Down 

All the letters below 
are “Downers” 

Down 
and dot 
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

t t t |||||||||||||| t 
t||||<<<<<>>>>|t 
t|||||||||||||||||| t 
 

 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

f f f ||||||||||||| f| 
f||||<<<<>>>>| f 
f||||||||||||||||| f 

 
 

Around,  
down and  
cross 

Down and 
cross 
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Random Letter Review 
 
 
 

✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page. 
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s).     
 

i || ||||||||||||||  i 
l   |||||||||||||||| l 
t  |||||||||||||||||t  
f  | ||||||||||||||| f 
l || ||||||||||||||| l 
f   |||||||||||||||| f 
i  ||||||||||||||||| i   
t  | ||||||||||||||| t 

 

All the letters below 
are “Downers” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

f |||<<<<<>>>>| f 
t||||<<<<<>>>>|t 
l|||<<<<<>>>>^| l 
i||||<<<<>>>>>| i 
t |||<<<<<>>>>| t 
f||||<<<<<>>>>|f 
i|||<<<<<>>>>^| i 
l||||<<<<>>>>>| l 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

t|||||||||||| ||||| t  
i||||||||||||||||||| i 
l||||||||||||||||||| l 
f|||||||||||||||||    f  
i||||||||||||||||||| i   
t||||||||||||||||||  t 
l||||||||||||||||||| l 
f|||||||||||||||||| f   
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Word Practice 
 
 
 
  ✓ 

    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

if||||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
it||||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
lit| ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
fit |||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 

All the words below use 
“Downer Letters” 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 

c, o, e, a, d 
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Letter Review and 
Word Practice 
Worksheets -  
Rounders  



 
 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _   

 

My strategies for neat printing 

of Rounders:  

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall ( d ) 
�   Print small letters small (c, o, a, e) 
�   Leave a finger space between words 

 

 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

 

My strategies for neat printing 

of Rounders:  

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall ( d ) 
�   Print small letters small (c, o, a, e) 
�   Leave a finger space between words 

 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

 

Key Strategies for Neat Printing - Rounders 
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Letter Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

c c c |||||||||||||| c 
c|||<<<<<>>>>|| c 
c|||||||||||||||||| c   
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

o o o|||||||||||||||o 
o|||<<<<<>>>>||o 
o|||||||||||||||||| o   
 

Around and 
leave open 

All the letters below 
are “Rounders” 

Around 
and close 
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

e e e |||||||||||||| e 
e||||<<<<<>>>>|e 
e|||||||||||||||||| e 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

a a a ||||||||||||||a 
a||||<<<<>>>>|| a 
a|||||||||||||||||| a 
 
 
 

Around, 
close and 
down 

Forward and 
around 
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

d d d||||||||||||||| d 
d||||<<<<>>>>>|d 
d|||||||||||||||||| d 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Around, close, 
up and down 
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Random Letter Review 
 
 
 

✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page. 
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s).     
 

o || |||||||||||||| o 
c   ||||||||||||||||c 
d  |||||||||||||||| d   
a  | |||||||||||||||a 
e || |||||||||||||| e 
c   ||||||||||||||||c 
o  |||||||||||||||| o    
e  | |||||||||||||||e 

 

All the letters below 
are “Rounders” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

d |||<<<<<>>>>|d 
a |||<<<<<>>>>|a 
e |||<<<<<>>>>|e 
c |||<<<<<>>>>|c 
o |||<<<<<>>>>|o 
a |||<<<<<>>>>|a 
d |||<<<<<>>>>|d 
c |||<<<<<>>>>|c 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

a||||||||||||||||||a   
o||||||||||||||||||o 
e||||||||||||||||||e 
d||||||||||||||||||d 
c||||||||||||||||||c   
a||||||||||||||||||a 
o||||||||||||||||||o 
e||||||||||||||||||e  
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Word Practice 
 
 
 
  ✓ 

    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

of||||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
let|||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
to| ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
do |||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 

All the words below use 
“Rounder Letters” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

at||||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
cat|||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
fed| ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
led |||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 

s, u and  r, n, m, h, b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Groups 3 and 4 
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Letter Review and 
Word Practice 
Worksheets -  
Curvers 



 
 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _   

 

My strategies for neat printing 

of Curvers:  

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall (h, b) 
�   Print small letters small (s, u, r, n, m) 
�   Leave a finger space between words 

 
 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

My strategies for neat printing 

of Curvers:  

 
�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall (h, b) 
�   Print small letters small (s, u, r, n, m) 
�   Leave a finger space between words 

 
 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

 

Key Strategies for Neat Printing - Curvers 
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Letter Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

s s s ||||||||||||||s 
s|||<<<<<>>>>| s 
s|||||||||||||||||| s   
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

u u u|||||||||||||| u 
u|||<<<<<>>>>^u 
u||||||||||||||||||u 
 

Curve back and 
curve forward 

All the letters below 
are “Curvers” 

Down, curve, 
up and down 
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

r r r |||||||||||||| r 
r||||<<<<<>>>>|r 
r|||||||||||||||||| r 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

n n n |||||||||||||| n 
n||||<<<<>>>>>|n 
n|||||||||||||||||| n 
 
 

Down, up 
and curve  

Down, up, 
curve and 
stop 
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

m m m|||||||||||m| 
m||||<<<<>>>>m| 
m||||||||||||||||m| 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

h h h ||||||||||||| h| 
h||||<<<<>>>>>h 
h||||||||||||||||| h 

Down, up 
and curve 

Down, up, 
curve and 
curve 
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

b b b |||||||||||||| b 
b||||<<<<>>>>>|b 
b|||||||||||||||||| b 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Down, up, 
curve and 
close 
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Random Letter Review 
 
 
 

✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page. 
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s).     
 

m  |||||||||||||||m|    
h  ||||||||||||||||h|    
b  ||||||||||||||||b|    
n  ||||||||||||||||n|    
s  ||||||||||||||||s|    
r  ||||||||||||||||r|    
u  ||||||||||||||||u 

 
 

All the letters below 
are “Curvers” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

b |||<<<<<>>>>|b 
s |||<<<<<>>>>|s 
m |||<<<<<>>>>m 
h |||<<<<<>>>>|h 
u |||<<<<<>>>>|u 
r |||<<<<<>>>>|r 
n |||<<<<<>>>>|n 
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✓ 

    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

h||||||||||||||||||h  
b||||||||||||||||||b  
m|||||||||||||||||m  
n||||||||||||||||||n  
r||||||||||||||||||r  
u||||||||||||||||||u  
s||||||||||||||||||s  
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Word Practice 
 
 
 
  ✓ 

    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

is||||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
he|||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
me| ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
be |||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 

All the words below use 
“Curver Letters” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

the|||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
and|||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
are| ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
but |||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

j, g, q , p 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Group 5 
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Letter Review and 
Word Practice 
Worksheets -  
Diggers 



 
 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _   

 

My strategies for neat printing 

of Diggers:  

 

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print “digger” letters digging down below baseline (j, g, q , p) 

 
 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

 

My strategies for neat printing 

of Diggers:  

 

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print “digger” letters digging down below baseline (j, g, q , p) 

 
 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

 

Key Strategies for Neat Printing - Diggers 
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Letter Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

j j j ||||||||||||| j 
j|||<<<<<>>>>| j 
j||||||||||||||||||j  
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

g g g|||||||||||||| g 
g|||<<<<<>>>>^g 
g||||||||||||||||||g 
 

Down, dig, 
curve and 
dot 

All the letters below 
are “Diggers” 

Around, 
close, dig 
and curve  
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

q q q |||||||||||||| q 
q||||<<<<<>>>>|q 
q|||||||||||||||||| q 
 

 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

p p p |||||||||||||| p 
p||||<<<<>>>>>|p 
p|||||||||||||||||| p 

 
 

Down, dig, up, 
curve and close 

Around, close, 
dig and slide 
up 
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Random Letter Review 
 
 
 

✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page. 
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s).     
 

g  | |||||||||||||||g 
j  | |||||||||||||||j 
q  | |||||||||||||||q 
p  | |||||||||||||||p 
j  | |||||||||||||||j 
p  | |||||||||||||||p 
g  | |||||||||||||||g 
q  | |||||||||||||||q 

 

All the letters below 
are “Diggers” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

p |||<<<<<>>>>|p 
q |||<<<<<>>>>|q 
j |||<<<<<>>>>|j 
g |||<<<<<>>>>|g 
q |||<<<<<>>>>|q 
p |||<<<<<>>>>|p 
g |||<<<<<>>>>|g 
j |||<<<<<>>>>|j 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

q||||||||||||||||||q   
g||||||||||||||||||g   
j||||||||||||||||||j   
p||||||||||||||||||p   
q||||||||||||||||||q   
j||||||||||||||||||j   
p||||||||||||||||||p   
g||||||||||||||||||g   
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Word Practice 
 
 
 
  ✓ 

    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

up||||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
jug|||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
pig| ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
job |||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 

All the words below use 
“Digger Letters” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

ship||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
just||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
quit| ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
queen||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

v, w, y, x, z, k 
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Letter Review and 
Word Practice 
Worksheets -  

Sliders 



 
 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _   

 

My strategies for neat printing 

of Sliders:  

 

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall ( k ) 
�   Print small letters small (w, x, z) 
�   Print “digger” letters digging down below baseline (y) 

 
 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

 

My strategies for neat printing 

of Sliders:  

 

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall ( k ) 
�   Print small letters small (w, x, z) 
�   Print “digger” letters digging down below baseline (y) 

 
 

How did I do? 
 

 

 

 

Key Strategies for Neat Printing - Sliders 
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Letter Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

v v v ||||||||||||||v 
v|||<<<<<>>>>| v 
v|||||||||||||||||| v   
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

w w w|||||||||||||w 
w|||<<<<<>>>|| w 
w||||||||||||||||| w  
 

Slide down 
and up 

All the letters below 
are “Sliders” 

Slide down, up, 
down and up 
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

y y y ||||||||||||||y 
y||||<<<<<>>>||y 
y||||||||||||||||||y 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

x x x ||||||||||||||x 
x||||<<<<>>>>|| x 
x|||||||||||||||||| x 
 
 
 

Slide down, 
and slide 
back 

Slide down, 
slide back 
and dig 
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✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

z z z||||||||||||||z 
z||||<<<<>>>>||z 
z||||||||||||||||||z 
 
 
 
✓ 
  1. Print the letter as neatly as you can. 
  2. Remember to silently say how to form the letter. 
  3. Circle your three best letters.    
 

k k k |||||||||||||| k 
k||||<<<<>>>>>|k 
k|||||||||||||||||| k 

 
 
 

Down, slide 
back and slide 
forward 

Forward, 
slide back, 
and forward 
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Random Letter Review 
 
 
 

✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page. 
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s).     
 

y   ||||||||||||||||y 
w   |||||||||||||||w 
v   ||||||||||||||||v 
k   ||||||||||||||||k 
z   ||||||||||||||| z 
x   ||||||||||||||||x 
v   ||||||||||||||||v 
y   ||||||||||||||||y 

 

All the letters below 
are “Sliders” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

w |||<<<<<>>>>w 
z||||<<<<<>>>>z 
x|||<<<<<>>>>^x 
y |||<<<<<>>>>|y 
k |||<<<<<>>>>|k 
v|||<<<<<>>>>^v 
z||||<<<<<>>>>z 
w||||<<<<>>>>|w 

 
 
 
 
 



    6f 
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✓ 
    1. Print the letters as neatly as you can. 
    2. Circle your three best letters on this page.    
    3. Erase and redo three letters on this page to better match the example letter(s). 
 

k||||||||||||||||||k   
x||||||||||||||||||x 
v||||||||||||||||||v 
y||||||||||||||||||y   
w|||||||||||||||||w   
z||||||||||||||||| z 
x||||||||||||||||||x 
k||||||||||||||||||k 
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Word Practice 
 
 
 
  ✓ 

    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

was||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
box|||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
they ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
have|||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 

All the words below use 
“Slider Letters” 
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✓ 
    1. Print the words as neatly as you can. 
    2. Leave a finger space between the words. 
    3. Circle your three best words. 
    4. Erase and redo one word to better match the example.    

 

make|||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
next||||||||||||||||| 
|||<<<<<<>>>||| 
back ||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
zoo|||||||||||||||| 
||||<<<<>>>>||| 
 

 


